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It is an absolute pleasure and a privilege to be here today, to continue what has become the 
established tradition of the Hal Wootten lecture. It is an even greater pleasure that the 
namesake of this lecture series is present to hear and respond to my small contribution.  
Thank you Hal.  I wish that there was more of this kind of tradition, not only in lecture series, 
but in life - where we pause to celebrate and engage with a community of experience and 
ideas, with the legacy of those still amongst us. 
 
Hal has described the lecture series named in his honour as an opportunity for the speaker to talk 
about their “life in the law” - to reflect on their obligations and responsibilities as lawyers, and how 
they’ve used this to shape a society where social justice is held dear. It’s also an opportunity for 
the speaker to reflect on how they have used the law and the person they’ve become to initiate 
reforms which uphold the rights of the vulnerable.i 
 
Social justice has been much of my life’s work, so it's a great honour to be speaking tonight.  
 
Recently I spent an enjoyable afternoon reading through the impressive lectures delivered since 
the series’ inception. I took equal pleasure from Hal's responses, highlighting his philosophy on the 
law’s place in society.  
 
But before I begin I’d like you to join me in acknowledging that we meet on the lands of the Bedegal 
people, and I pay my respects to their elders both past and present and I thank them for their 
custodianship of this land. 
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about my father and my family, her only remark was to say: “What no sons? Oh your poor father. 
No-one to carry on the family name”. 
 
Perhaps it was this experience that propelled me into my subsequent roles and into the role as 
Australia’s Sex Discrimination Commissioner! I’ll never know, but my early life experience meant 
that I would never lose my love of technology and my desire to change lives. 
 
Against this background, I was constantly immersed in science and maths. At an all-girls’ school 
and from a highly feminised household I was never exposed to the pernicious trend in which girls 
were discouraged from developing skills in STEM. Certainly, the Harvard Implicit Associate Test, 
which tested more than half a million people globally, found that 70% of the test takers associated 
‘male’ with science, and ‘female’ with the arts.iv 
 
Blissfully unaware of this gendered association, my decision to attend UNSW Law was an easy 
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We decided not to ask for permission but rather to step up and take action, and, if necessary, the 
explanations and apologies would come later.  As part of this new way of working we needed 
individuals who shared our vision for change.  I was presented with a list of CVs for a potential new 
secretarial recruit – and then I came to Michelle’s CV. Now, Michelle had been a secretary for 3 
weeks but she’d been a nanny for 6 years.  With those credentials, we knew we needed her on our 
team.  
 
Thinking outside the square, we developed flexible work arrangements for all our new mums in 
which we drew on Michelle’s skills to care for our children while sharing roles at work. Again, an 
example of putting what people actually need at the centre of a solution, rather than maintaining 
the status quo for the status quo’s sake.  
 
Over the years we went on to build a high impact team where flexibility was core to how we worked.  
We didn’t set out to change the world, just to build flexibility in our small team.  What I learned, 
however, was a little like Paul Kelly's song, that out of small things, big things grow – it’s something 
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Now see Maria. I'm in Western Australia and Maria is working hard in the construction industry. 
Many of us might take for granted the capacity to have a career and a family in the 21st century. 
When Maria announces her pregnancy, however, her manager’s response is to say: “Your choice 
Maria, the job or the baby?” The consequences for Maria’s hastily made choice are later 
devastating. 
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up you go the less women you see.  That these results persisted despite, in 2012, women 
representing more than 60% of university graduates and 50.8% of Australia's population.   
 
Whilst we've been talking about the numbers for decades, what shifted for this CEO was the 
understanding that, without intervention by decent powerful men, this story would become his 
daughter's story.  His daughter would never have the same opportunities as her twin brother – all 
because she was born a girl.  For the first time, not only did he understand the case for change 
with his head he started to understand it with his heart.   
 
With that in mind, I remember our first MCC get together, a little like that first Computer Science 
class I attended here at UNSW, 21 A-type male personalities and me – some having travelled 
thousands of miles to attend. As one man said “This issue is not beyond our intellectual capacity 
to solve. Excuses are just that!” And from that first meeting the MCC was born.  
 
This is a disruptive strategy. It's designed to be somewhat controversial and, certainly, some 
thought I was suggesting that women were waiting to be saved by corporate knights in shining 
armour, galloping paternalistically into territory we’ve occupied for years. This couldn’t be further 
from the truth. Women’s voices remain critical to advancing gender equality and eliminating 
violence against women. What I also know is that the achievement of gender equality cannot sit on 
the shoulders of women alone. Th
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And so my work now is focused on the changes that must be made to ensure that all students can 
thrive within Australia's university system. Of course, there will be those that vehemently disagree 
that any change is needed, that things are working very 
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rights defenders were higher than they were for veterans returning from Afghanistan and almost 
twice as high as they were for those people affected by natural disasters.xii 

 
This seems incredible, but when the task is so great, it is perhaps little surprise that many actively 
engaged in promoting a more gender equal world feel a reluctance to look for support; an 
unwillingness to put their own needs before the needs of others. 
 
We might be forgiven for assuming that this encroaching hostility to the cause of equality – and the 
impacts that it can have for those who advocate for it - only exists elsewhere. Instead, in October 
last year, Michel Forst, the UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights Defenders visited Australia 
and stated:  
 
“I was astounded to observe what has become frequent public vilification of [human] rights 
defenders …. in a seeming attempt to discredit, intimidate and discourage them from their 
legitimate work.”xiii  
 
Over the last 6 months, in fact, there have been more and more voices claiming that women's 
rights, gender equality, inclusion, diversity are all examples of “identity politics”; that we are living 
in an era of “political correctness gone mad”; that the women’s empowerment agenda is merely 
the rantings of the feminist left. 
 
The attacks we experience as human rights defenders are a signal, perhaps, of our retreating 
regard for the rule of law. Political expedience, of course, hastens this retreat – when we find our 
self-view as a nation of compassion diminishing.  
If we are to value democracy and the rule of law, then we must value those who advocate for them 
as well. I say this not as a statement of self-interest, but as a lesson sorely learned; one which I 
have to say is a work in progress.  
 
I say it also as a statement of disruption – and while it may not be as big a reach for advocates in 
privileged positions to suggest that we should look after ourselves and each other, it is the ultimate 
act of empowerment for gender equality advocates in many dangerous places around the world to 
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Pakistan, reminded me only 
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